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Functions and benefits 

• Actilume is a control system based on the DALI protocol for 
maximum comfort and up to 75% energy conservation. This 
allows for a quick return on your investment.

• Actilume is a plug and play system, which does not require the 
user to be specially trained in lighting control.

• Actilume consists of three small special sensors in a single case, 
which are connected to a control unit with preprogrammed 
modes.

• The two most common system functions, open plan office or 
office room, can be selected with a push button on the sensor 
unit. 

• The light sensor is adapted and sensitive to visible light, like 
the human eye. This allows for automatic energy conservation 
by means of daylight adjustment, with no inconvenient side 
effects for the user.

• The proximity sensor is very sensitive to human movement, 
and, in combination with an optional time delay, it is adapted 
for optimum performance in an office environment.

• The lighting can easily be operated manually using one or 
more spring-return push buttons or pull switches. On/off and 
dimming functions are available. The same functions are also 
available with remote control. In this way, the light can always 
be adjusted to the user’s preferences.

• In addition, Actilume can easily be programmed to additional 
special modes. These are specially designed in line with the 
latest lighting installation directive, EN 12464. These additional 
modes are easily programmable with a push of the IRT 9090/00 
IR transmitter. The Actilume system always switches to the 
maximum light level before daylight adjustment begins.

Deployment with service button on the sensor

Startup  
• Requirement: Fixture correctly positioned, e.g. over the work-

space.
• Power up the fixture. 
• The light will switch on after approximately 15 seconds via the 

proximity sensor. 

Automatic setup of daylight adjustment to approx. 5–600 lux 
1. Press down the button on the sensor for more than three se-
conds, or until the light flashes once. The light will now adjust 
to approximately 80 %. Make sure there is nothing preventing 
the sensor from reading a neutral surface.  
NOTE! No interference from daylight! 
2. After 30 seconds, the Actilume system will save the light 
level to a new reference value, or setpoint. This is indicated by 
a flashing light. The 30-second delay is there to allow time for 
the user and any items, such as a ladder, to be moved out of 
the way. 

Manual setting of daylight 
A new value can be saved by adjusting the light manually to 
the desired level using a pull cord, push button or IR transmit-
ter, then quickly pressing the service button within 30 seconds. 
Instructions for manually setting a new value with an IR trans-
mitter can be found on the following pages.

After automatic/manual setup 
One of the two standard modes (Mode 1 or Mode 2) can now 
be selected easily in Actilume with a press of the button on the 
sensor unit (press for less than 3 seconds). When the button is 
released, the light will flash once or twice.
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1a. The light is switched on when the proximity sensor is trig-
gered if the light level is too low. Daylight adjustment active. 
1b. The light is switched off when the proximity sensor is 
triggered if the light level is sufficient. The light is switched on 
when daylight adjustment is active if the level drops below the 
set value.
2. Proximity.
3. Last proximity detection, 15 minute timer begins counting 
down. If the sensor is triggered within the period, the timer is 
reset. 
4. The light is adjusted downwards and is switched off after 15 
minutes. 

NOTE! If the system is affected by bright sunlight for more than 
15 minutes, the adjustment may go from the minimum level 
to completely off. When the effect of sunlight decreases, the 
light is switched on again to the minimum level and adjusts to 
daylight.

Mode 1 (one flash) – Office room

Mode 2 (two flashes) – Open plan office solution

1a. The light is switched on when the proximity sensor is trig-
gered if the light level is too low. Daylight adjustment active. 
1b. The light is switched off when the proximity sensor is 
triggered if the light level is sufficient. The light is switched on 
when daylight adjustment is active if the level drops below the 
set value. 
2. Proximity.
3. Last proximity detection, 15 minute timer begins counting 
down. If the sensor is triggered within the period, the timer is 
reset. 
4. The light is adjusted down to 20 % after 15 minutes.
5. After two hours the light is switched off completely. If the 
sensor is triggered within the period, the timer is reset and the 
light returns to daylight adjustment. 

NOTE! If the system is affected by bright sunlight for more than 
15 minutes, the adjustment may go from the minimum level 
to completely off. When the effect of sunlight decreases, the 
light is switched on again to the minimum level and adjusts to 
daylight.

Närvaro
Precense
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Description of offset function

e-Sense Actilume has a function that allows daylight adjust-
ment to be used effectively even for lighting located away from 
natural daylight. The system has two control outputs (DALI 1 
and DALI 2), which are connected to fixtures. Control output 
DALI 1 is also called “Window” to indicate the placement of the 
fixtures for this function, while DALI 2 “Corridor” is for lighting 
further inside the space. The difference between the two is that 
DALI 1 adjusts the level between the maximum and minimum 
levels, around 100–3 %, and DALI 2 from 100–30 %. The offset 
function also means that DALI 2 only begins to adjust when 
DALI 1 has reached down to 70 %.  
The effect of this function is to allow for the adjustment of 
lighting that is normally ignored because the system is too 
complex or the light level is wrong relative to the amount of 
daylight. 
See illustration below.

Example: Classroom 
A normal classroom has a large window area along one of the 
long walls. The lighting closest to the window is connected to 
DALI 1 “Window” and is adjusted from 3–100%. The fixtures in 
the centre and further inside the space are adjusted with an 
offset of 30%, which compensates for the lower level of daylight 
from the window. The result produces even lighting even though 
the brightness is measured in line with the fixtures alongside the 
window. 

Example: Suspended fixture above the workspace 
A suspended fixture divided into uplight and downlight is ideal 
for use with the offset function. The uplight adjusts accor-
ding to DALI 2 and always provides more light upwards. The 
downlight is adjusted according to personal settings between 
3 and 100%. This produces a balance between personal light 
and general light. If mode 2 is also used, the general light is 
also extended within the space even if the person has left the 
workspace.

Offset 30%
DALI 2 – Corridor

DALI 1 – Window

Ca 30%
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e-Sense Actilume proximity sensor

e-Sense Actilume has a proximity sensor that responds to 
infrared radiation from moving objects, such as people. The 
sensor is also called a motion sensor/detector. The receiver 
component “sees” positive and negative fields through the lens 
faceting. When a heat source moves past the boundary bet-
ween two different fields, the sensor perceives a change, which 
is interpreted as proximity detection. If the sensor is placed at a 
height of 3.5 metres, it will detect 7.4 ⊗ 6 metres to floor level. 
The measurement zone of interest is usually higher than floor 
level.

e-Sense Actilume has a sensor that responds to light. The 
component is placed right inside a cone so that it can read 
from a specific surface. The reflected light from the fixture 
and incoming sunlight is added up in the sensor’s measure-
ment. The desired setpoint must be set with no interference 
from daylight. Small, sharp reflections from glass objects, for 
example, may affect the total value. The sensor should be pla-
ced so that it reads the work surface in a workspace. An ideal 
position would be directly above the centre of the desk, but if 
the sensor is integrated into the end of a fixture it should be 
directed away from the window. The placement of the sensor 
and fixture must be evaluated for best results and operation.

e-Sense Actilume daylight sensor

Blue zone The blue circle marks a zone with full detection approx. 0.7 metres above ground 
level. For a seated person at a workspace with a sensor in a suspended fixture approx. 2.3 
metres above ground level, there is an oval detection of approx. 5⊗4 metres.

Windowsill
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Settings for modes in brief

The functions that can vary are:  
•  The proximity sensor’s on function.
•  The proximity sensor’s time since last movement. 
•  Light level after elapsed time. Both channels or shared function.
•  Daylight adjustment activated.
•  Daylight adjustment for both channels (DALI 1&2) or channel 1 

(DALI 1) only.
•  Start function after a power cut.

Mode Range of use DALI 1 
Control/Function

DALI 2 
Control/Function

Function 
Proximity sensor

Time since last 
proximity

Time for low 
level before 
switching off

Low level % Function after 
power cut

Comment on 
function

1 Office room Window Corridor Auto on/off 15 0 - Switched off Offset 30% 
DALI 2

2 Open-plan offices Window Corridor Auto on/off 15 120 min 20 % Switched off Offset 30% 
DALI 2

3 School/classroom Window Corridor Manual on Auto off 15 0 - Switched off
Offset 30 % 
DALI 2

4 Office landscape according 
to EN 12464 Workspace General light Auto on/off 15 120 min, gen-

eral light only 100 % Switched off

Daylight 
adjustment, 
workspace light 
only

5 Office room according to 
EN 12464 Workspace General light Auto on/off 15 0 0 Switched off

Daylight 
adjustment, 
workspace light 
only

6 Corridor Corridor - Auto on/off 15 60 min 20 % On -

7 Toilet Washbasin Toilet Auto till/från 15 15 min, toilets 
only 100 % On

Daylight 
adjustment, 
washbasin only

8 Meeting room/conference 
room with light scenarios Channel 1 Channel 2 Manual on Auto off 15 0 - Switched off No daylight 

adjustment

9
Office landscape (requires 
switching off centrally 
with 230 V)

Window Corridor Auto on/off 15 Never switches 
off 20 % On Offset 30 %

10

Office landscape according 
to EN 12464 (requires 
switching off centrally 
with 230 V)

Workspace General light Auto on/off 15
Never switches 
off, applies to 
general light

100 % On
Daylight ad-
justment, work-
space only

The choice of mode, low light level and function after a power cut can be reprogrammed with IRT 9090. The designations “Window” and “Corridor” for modes 1, 2, 3 and 9 refer to the place-
ment of the fixtures in relation to daylight from the windows.

Example functions of modes with “low level” 
Modes 2, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10 have a light level that activates 15 minu-
tes after the last proximity detection. The function is best for use 
in large offices etc. where turning the lights off completely should 
be avoided. If the manual off function is still selected, the function 
then switches the light to the low level 15 minutes after the proxi-
mity sensor was last triggered.
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Setting up a preset mode

With the IRT 9090 IR transmitter (Fagerhult order no. 86155), a number 
of functions can be programmed in for an e-Sense Actilume installation. 
The most useful function is programming one of ten different modes for 
an installation. An IR transmitter is loaded with a mode, and the system 
is updated with the press of a button.

The following preset modes are available to choose from: 
Mode 1: Office room
Mode 2: Open-plan offices
Mode 3: School/classroom
Mode 4: Office landscape according to EN 12464
Mode 5: Office room according to EN 12464
Mode 6: Corridor
Mode 7: Toilet
Mode 8: Meeting room/conference room with light scenarios
Mode 9: Office landscape (requires switching off centrally with 230 V)
Mode 10: Office landscape according to EN 12464 (requires switching 
off centrally with 230 V)

Programming a preset mode

1. Press button: MODE
2. Select a MODE from 1 to 10
3. Send the new information with a press of the green button. 

Aim carefully at the IR receiver – the sender has a very narrow 
beam to prevent accidental transmission to nearby systems. 
The light will flash once to confirm the new setting.

Setting daylight level

With the IRT 8099 IR transmitter (Fagerhult order no. 86155), it is easy 
to set the setpoint for daylight adjustment. Any value can be read 
with a luxmeter placed on the surface towards which the sensor is 
directed. It is important to remember that a lux value only applies to a 
given point and does not correspond to the entire surface read by the 
Actilume light sensor.

1. Adjust the light to the desired level using the up and down buttons. 
NOTE! Avoid interference from daylight when this setting is applied.
2. Save the new level using the SAVE button. The light will flash to 
indicate that programming is complete. 

Always aim carefully at the IR receiver – the sender has a very narrow 
beam to prevent accidental transmission to nearby systems.
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Full light level and light off can be tested with IRT 9090. 

1. Press the ON or OFF button for full light and light off respectively.

Function test of the proximity sensor’s detection range

It is important that e-Sense Actilume detects proximity in the 
correct way. Check the function with the test button. The light 
will flash once for each movement that is detected. This fun-
ction can be used to determine how large an area the sensor 
can sense. Try walking towards the sensor until the first indica-
tion. If the installation is a workspace, you can test its sensiti-
vity by sitting and making small movements.

1. Press the TEST button once. The light will adjust downwards. 
 
First check that there are no people under the sensor. Walk 
slowly towards the zone until the light flashes. Reset the fun-
ction by pressing the TEST button again.

To check the mode that has been programmed, e-Sense Acti-
lume can indicate the mode that is selected. 

1. Press the MODE button once. 

The light is first adjusted downwards. Be ready to count the 
number of times the light flashes. The function may need to be 
repeated in order to count correctly.

Checking the selected mode – MODE

Resetting the programming

e-Sense Actilume is easy to reset if you are unsure of certain se-
lected functions. The system will return to factory settings: Mode 
1 (office room) and daylight adjustment approximately 600 lux.

1. Press the BASICS button once. 

The light will flash to indicate the function.

Switch light on/off
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Changed function after a power cut

Modes 1–5 and 8 keep the light off after power returns. Modes 
6–7 and 9–10 set the light to full. This can be changed with IRT 
9090 as follows: 

1. Press the POWER UP button once.
2. Select a new start function with the ON and OFF buttons.
3. Send the new information with a press of the green button. 

NOTE! Modes 1–5 switch off after a power cut. The system 
requires at least a 15 second reset period before the light can 
be switched on using the proximity sensor.

Mode Range of use        Function after 
power cut

1 Office room Switched off

2 Open-plan offices Switched off

3   School/classroom min.   Switched off

4   Office landscape according to EN 12464 Switched off

5 Office room according to EN 12464 Switched off

6 Corridor On

7 Toilet On

8 Meeting room/conference room with light 
scenarios Switched off

9 Office landscape 
(requires switching off centrally with 230 V) On

10 Office landscape according to EN 12464 
(requires switching off centrally with 230 V) On

Change level before switching off

The low level (background) before switching off, available in mo-
des 2, 6 and 9, is preprogrammed to 20 %. In modes 4, 7 and 10, 
the level only applies to DALI 2 and is selected to 100 %. The level 
can be changed as follows for all these modes. 

1. Press the BACKGROUND button once.
2. Select a new light level for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 or 70%. The 
minimum level is selected with the 0 button.
3. Send the new information with a press of the green button.

Mode Range of use Low level %

1 Office room -

2 Open-plan offices 20 %

3   School/classroom min. -

4   Office landscape according to EN 12464 100 %

5 Office room according to EN 12464 0

6 Corridor 20 %

7 Toilet 100 %

8 Meeting room/conference room with light 
scenarios -

9 Office landscape 
(requires switching off centrally with 230 V) 20 %

10 Office landscape according to EN 12464 
(requires switching off centrally with 230 V) 100 %
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Programming with IRT 8099/00 or IRT 9090/00

Actilume systems for light adjustment consist of a small, 
compact sensor and a control unit designed for installation in 
fixtures. Actilume is a simple system produced for plug and 
play lighting solutions, mostly in office environments. A sus-
pended fixture, an open plan office solution with nine fittings, 
or, for example, an office room with four fixtures, are perfect 
for controlling with Actilume. Actilume uses a master–slave 
control, which is easy to install, deploy and use.  

NOTE! Important!  
Philips has updated the Actilume system and has added 
functions for Philips OccuSwitch DALI also. This means that 
the programming tool IRT 8099/00 has been replaced with 
IRT 9090/00 with effect from 2014. All the original program-
ming functions are the same, but the new functions cannot be 
programmed into Actilume generation 1, which Fagerhult uses 
in all its fixture solutions.

The manual describes how to program using IRT 8099/00; 
the positions of the buttons may have changed in the newer 
IRT 9090/00 but the functions are the same. The functions 
available in IRT 9090/00 that cannot be programmed are the 
following (used only in OccuSwitch DALI):
 
• I/II Funktion
• Config.
• Link
• DALI prog.
• Delay
• PIR
• Daylight
• RF channel

IRT8099/00 IRT9090/00
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